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A CONFERENCE DESIGNED TO EDUCATE AND EMPOWER WOMEN

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13TH
8:00AM — 5:00PM

GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
HEMMINGSON CENTER

$165 includes:
› 1 CE credit
› Light breakfast and lunch
› Complimentary portraits & coaching

LIMITED NUMBER OF SPACES
REGISTER AT:
GONZAGA.EDU/WOMENLEAD

SPECIAL GUEST
TERESA SHOOK
FOUNDER OF THE WOMEN’S MARCH

In 2016, retired lawyer Teresa Shook created a Facebook event inviting women to march in Washington, D.C., launching what would turn out to be an international movement. Hear Teresa’s inspiring story to understand how an ordinary person can do an extraordinary thing.

MASTER OF CEREMONIES
Stephanie Vigil
Anchor, KHQ TV

WORKSHOPS:
Failing Forward: Strategies for women to embrace risk and accept failure
Communicating Across Gender Lines 2.0
Unlocking Work-Life Integration
Closing the Gap: Strategies to support women in the margins
Females & Feedback: how to empower women with courage and candor

SPECIAL GUEST
TERESA SHOOK
FOUNDER OF THE WOMEN’S MARCH

In 2016, retired lawyer Teresa Shook created a Facebook event inviting women to march in Washington, D.C., launching what would turn out to be an international movement. Hear Teresa’s inspiring story to understand how an ordinary person can do an extraordinary thing.

MAIN SPEAKERS
DELORES ALEXANDER
VP of Indirect Supply Chain - Manufacturing, Supply Chain and Operations for the Boeing Company
Delores leads the overall strategy, contracting, daily management and development of the non-production goods and services supply chain for The Boeing Company.

RACHELLE STRAWTHER & SHERRI LYNCH
Co-instructors
Certificate in Women’s Leadership
Gonzaga University

From California’s gender quota laws to recent research on gender in the workplace, Rachelle and Sherri will highlight the studies, events and stories that have shaped 2018.